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AEAS_10-11 年级词汇真题之一 

Section 1: 

climb 
blind       can not see 
independently  legal 
law    grow 
coaching 

adolescent 
train       coach 
more than one language   bilingual 
 determine  diagnose 
 youth 

spacing 
community  all the people in a particular area  
traditional    old-fashioned 
fail       failure  
label 

unusual 
fruitless      unproductive 
endanger  diverse 
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variety       impossible to avoid 
inevitable 

alternative 
obtain              ask somebody's advice 
reluctant          unwilling  
conservative     another 
consult 
Section 2:   Complete sentence(same meaning)  
16. a. Why not go there by bike? 
b.________ ________ ________ there by bike? 
17. a. Kate looks like her father. 
b. Kate and her father ________ ________ ________.
18. a. I like playing volleyball best. 
b. Volleyball is ________ ________ ________.
19. a. I don't think learning French is useful. 
b. I think learning French ________ ________.
20. a. Get up quickly, and you can catch the early bus. 
b. ________ you ________ ________ ________ quickly, you will
miss the early bus. 

Section 3:  complete the word 

Is it p________(26) to send a letter to someone anywhere in the 
world without putting a s________(27) on it? It is easy to do so. 
Using c________(28) you can send e-mail quickly and easily. If you 
have an e-mail a________(29), you can write, send and receive 
messages. 
E-mail is the most inexpensive way to communicate  with your 
f________(30). You can send m________(31) at any time of day or 
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night to people all over the world without paying for a long-
distance call. You can send the s________ (32) message to fifty 
people or more. It doesn't m (33) if your friends are in bed when 
you send e-mail to them, or you are seeing a f________(34) at the 
cinema when they send e-mail back. Many schools give e-mail 
addresses to their s________(35). E-mail addresses are becoming 
popular. 

IV. 16.What about going 17. look the same 18. my favourite sport 
19. is useless 20. If, don't get up

VI. 26. possible 27. stamp 28. computers 29. address 30. friends 
31. messages
32. same 33. matter 34. film 35. students


